The following entries illustrate the citation style according to *Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th Edition. A slight modification of Chicago style is known as Turabian style, which is geared more toward the types of citation students encounter; please refer to Kate L. Turabian's *Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations*, 7th edition. Chicago/Turabian features two basic documentation systems: Notes-Bibliography (used in the humanities) and the Author-Date style (used in the social, physical, and natural sciences). Proper citation acknowledges the creators of each source and helps your readers find the original source if they would like more information.

The humanities style presents detailed bibliographic information in a note—sometimes a footnote on the page where a source is used, and sometimes as an endnote on the final page of the paper. Citation information is often repeated in a bibliography at the end of a paper, too, but always confirm with your instructor whether s/he prefers endnotes or footnotes and if the Bibliography is needed.

The Author-Date style briefly cites sources used in the text, usually in parentheses, by author’s last name and date of publication. These short citations are detailed on the References page at the end of the paper, where full citation information for sources is provided.

A few general rules for CMS/Turabian:

• For Notes, include the author’s name as it is listed in the article (FirstName LastName). In bibliographic entries, authors’ names are inverted (LastName, FirstName); for each additional author, use traditional name order.

• All footnotes/endnotes must be chronologically numbered.

• For bibliography/references pages, indent each line of the citation after the first line one-half inch.

• Always locate a date of publication or the date of the last update, but if there is not one, use *n.d.* (no date). In Author-Date style, please place a comma between the author’s last name and *n.d.* This ensures that *n.d.* is not mistaken for the author’s initials.

• Titles of shorter works (e.g., articles, song, poems, short stories) are placed in quotation marks: “Title.” Titles of longer works (e.g., books, journals, albums, movies) are italicized: *Title.*

• The list of sources at the end of a Note-Bibliography style paper is called Bibliography; the list of sources at the end of an Author-Date style paper is called References.

• Once you have provided the bibliographic information for a source, each additional citation requires only the author’s last name, a shortened version of the title, and the page or pages cited. Follow the formatting guidelines for titles. When you have two consecutive notes from the same source, use *Ibid.* (which means “in the same place”) and the page number; just use *Ibid.* if the page number is the same as the previous citation.

Many sources—such as multimedia and new media sources—are usually cited only in Notes. Please note that the two major differences between citations in Notes and citations in Bibliographies: (1) authors’ names are traditional order in Notes (FirstName LastName) and inverted in Bibliographies (LastName, FirstName); (2) Notes use commas for punctuation rather than the mix of commas and periods used in Bibliographies. If you have questions about format in CMS, please refer to Questions and Answers section on the *Chicago Manual of Style Online*. You have full access to the CMS Online through OSU Libraries. If you’re off campus, be sure to go to library.osu.edu and click on “Off-Campus Sign-In.” You do not have to subscribe individually.

There are many citation generators available on the internet, and University Libraries even has a premium subscription to the bibliography service EasyBib. As useful as citation generators can be, they are not foolproof. You should use citation generators with caution and always be sure that all of the pertinent information is included in the final citation by checking against a style guide such as the print version of the *Chicago Manual*.
In the 21st century, many reliable resources are available online as well as in print. Please note that the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th Edition requires that all online sources are identified by a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) or if a DOI is not available, the stable URL. Only include access dates if there is no date of publication or date of last update.

Special note about citing electronic sources: technology is continually changing, but citation style guides do not change as quickly. This means it can be difficult to figure out what the approved standard is for citation new media sources. If you ever have any questions, always ask your instructor, visit the Writing Center, ask a librarian, or visit the University Libraries research and writing tutoring center. Also, you will notice that in CMS, many multimedia sources are only cited in the notes and not in the bibliography.

Guide to the abbreviations below:
N=Note  B=Bibliography  C=In-text Citation  R=Reference

Generic forms for online and multimedia sources
Below are the generic formats for citing online and multimedia sources. When in doubt, use this format.

Notes-Bibliography
N: 1. FirstName LastName of Performer, Writer or Creator, Title of Text, indication of format/medium, running time, publication date, URL.

B: Lastname, Firstname of Performer, Writer or Creator. Title of Text. Indication of Medium, Running Time. Publication Date. URL.

Author-Date
C: (Lastname year)
R: Lastname, Firstname of Performer, Writer or Creator. Publication Date. Title of Text. Indication of Medium, Running Time. URL.

General website homepage
Website citations can be limited to an in-text mention. However, you can use the format below for the homepage of a website.

Notes-Bibliography
Please note that generally, websites and pages within websites are cited only in the notes. However, some instructors may want bibliographic entries too, so we have provided some examples below.

Author-Date
C: (CNN, n.d.)

Page within website
Use the format below for pages within a website. If you are using anything other than the homepage of a
website, you will use this format. Sometimes there will not be an author, and sometimes there will be a staff or organizational author.

Notes-Bibliography

**No author/ Staff author/Individual author**


**Author-Date**

C: ("Salem Witchcraft," n.d.)

**Personal/Professional site (individual)**

Use the format below for websites developed by and dedicated to individuals (both personal and professional). If you are using a page within the website, be sure to use the appropriate page name.

Notes-Bibliography


Author-Date

C: (Vocat, 2012).

**Film, television, music, and other recordings**

Below are the generic forms for notes and bibliographic entries for recordings. Be sure that the information that appears on the far right side of the Bibliography and References corresponds to the signal words used in the text. Author-Date style also privileges the original publication or production date for re-issues, re-prints, and digitized versions of older works.

Notes-Bibliography

N: 1. Group, Composer or Performer, Title, Medium, Recording Company or Publisher, Catalog Number, Year of Release.
B: Group, Composer or Performer. Title. Medium. Recording Company. Year of Release.
The Ohio State University Libraries

OR
Group, Composer or Performer. *Title*. Medium. Publisher, Catalog Number. Year of Release.

**Author-Date**

C: (Group, Composer or Performer year).
R: Group, Composer or Performer. Year. *Title*. Medium. Recording Company

OR
Group, Composer or Performer. Year. *Title*. Medium. Publisher. Catalog Number.

**Film (in theater)**

For films, what is usually referenced directly and therefore the most important is the title.

**Notes-Bibliography**


**Author-Date**

C: (*Titanic 3-D 2012*)

**Film (DVD, Blu Ray)**

The Internet Movie Database (IMDb) is a great resource for locating information about movies and even television shows. Use the format below to cite movies that you view on DVDs, videotape, Blu Ray, or streaming.

**Notes-Bibliography**


**Author-Date**

C: (*The Hunger Games 2012*)

**Television Program (single episode)**

Try to find out as much information as possible about the episode: who wrote, directed, and produced it? When and where did you view it? Use this citation format when you are citing episodes watched during the original airing or online. For television episodes viewed on DVDs, use the DVD format plus the title of the episode. Generally, television episodes are only cited in notes.

**Notes-Bibliography**


**Author-Date**

Simply identify the episode title, television show, date of airing, and other pertinent information within the text.
of the paragraph.
Example: In the 2012 *The Simpsons*’ episode, “Beware My Cheating Bart” written by Ben Joseph...

## Recording (whole album)
If available, include the recording number used by the record label; place the recording number after the record label name.

### Notes-Bibliography


### Author-Date

C: (Adele 2011)

## Recording (single song)

### Notes-Bibliography


### Author-Date

Provide in the body of the paragraph.
Example: The Foo Fighter’s song “Rope” from the 2011 album *Wasting Light*....

## Live Performance

Use the format below to cite a live performance such as a play, musical event, dance recital, etc.

### Notes-Bibliography


### Author-Date

Provide in the body of the paragraph.
Example: The OSU dance performance *Dance Uptown: DIRT* during May 2012...

## Blogs

Blogs are no longer just people’s personal diaries online: many blogs are considered to be authoritative and useful resources. In CMS, blog posts and comments are only cited as notes. However, if you are frequently citing a blog in your paper, you may choose to include it in your Bibliography. Special note from *Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th edition: “if the word “blog” is included in the title of the blog, there is no need to repeat it in parentheses after that title.”

### Notes-Bibliography


### Author-Date

C: (Farivar 2012)

**Tweets**
Tweets—postings from Twitter—can sometimes be useful for research projects. The CMS does not have an official format for citing tweets, but CMS suggests using the rules associated with blogs such as including the citation only in notes. Use the author’s “real” name (if you can locate it) and handle (username). Accounts that are managed by a group of people, such as those for corporations or organizations, will not have a single author. Simply use the handle for the author name.

**Notes-Bibliography**

**Author-Date**
Provide in the body of the paragraph. For tweets, it sometimes makes sense to include the full content of the tweet—but not always. Use your best judgment.

Example: On Jul 26, 2012, the magazine The Economist revealed on Twitter that McDonald’s Big Mac sells for just $2.29 in Russia.

**YouTube**
A YouTube video citation requires the information you would gather for a video or film citation (creator, director, performers, title, date created—even if the creator is SuperCoolGuy32) as well as the information you would gather for a website and database (database/site name, URL, date accessed). For CMS, also include the length of videos. As with many other multimedia sources, YouTube videos are generally cited in the notes only.

**Notes-Bibliography**

**Author-Date**
C: (*Meet the Technologists* 2011).
R: *Meet the Technologists: Clean Energy Technologies as Solutions to Climate Change*. 2011. YouTube video, 1:35:40. Posted by “CleanAirCoolPlanet,” December 13,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQTmSivI1lo

**Photographs and images**
Although you may access a photo or image through Google Images, this is not where the photo is actually hosted. You must visit the actual website where the photograph is hosted in order to properly cite it. Many times, there will not be a title, date, or photographer, but gather as much information as possible. It is likely that any images or photographs you cite will be digital images; that is, you will be accessing the images online rather than film hard copies.

**Notes-Bibliography**

**Author-Date**
Although CMS does not provide examples for images and photographs in the Author-Date style, below are possible ways to provide citation and reference information. As always, use your best judgment.

C: (Souza 2009)
Personal interview and personal communications

Unpublished interviews and personal communication are only cited within notes.

Notes-Bibliography


Author-Date

C: (Cynthia Selfe, pers. comm.)
   (Ginger Jones, unpublished data)

Periodicals accessed online (e.g., databases, electronic journals, online editions, e-magazines) and in print

Most likely, you will access journal articles through large databases such as Academic Search Complete or JSTOR that index hundreds (even thousands!) of journals and other periodicals. You can access databases for free from the University Libraries website. A DOI or stable URL must be included.

If no issue number is available, only include volume. Volume and issue information can usually be found in a few different places: at the top or bottom of the first page of an article; on one of the first pages of the journal issue; on the spine of the journal. Volume and issue are important for locating journals, especially for journals that have been in publication for many years and for journals that publish more than one issue per year. For print journals and magazines, you will use the same format for electronic journals and magazines, excluding the access date and URL. Typically, it is sufficient to cite newspaper and magazine articles and content entirely within the body of the paper.

Special Note about Electronic Journals: Electronic journals are periodicals that are digitally produced, published, and maintained. Some journals publish both a print and online version of issues; some have distinct online and print versions that feature different content; and many electronic journals are only online. For online resources, you will not have page numbers because very often the sources are websites, video projects, or other digital media projects that cannot be printed or paginated. You can often access electronic journals through Google and other non-library search engines, but they are also indexed by large databases like JSTOR and similar databases.

Please note that for any source with a corporate or organizational author, you will use the same format, with the corporation or organization name taking the place of the author.

PDFs versus HTML-versions of journal articles

PDFs are the preferred format for electronic copies of print articles because PDFs are exact replicas of the source and include original formatting, such as page numbers and charts or other images. HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language, and it is a reformatting of the original article content. HTML-versions will not have page numbers or any images that are in the original version. If you have the option, use the PDF rather than HTML version of sources. Unless the instructor asks for it, do not include the access date. We’ve included it in the example so you can see where it would be placed if required.

Notes-Bibliography


Author-Date
C: (Kajikawa 2012, 150)

Electronic Journals

Notes-Bibliography


Books accessed electronically

Many books are available online as ebooks (electronic books) through services such as GoogleBooks and through the OSU library system. If you read a book on a Kindle, Nook, other e-reader, or on a library or home computer, then you are accessing the electronic version and should use the format below.

Notes-Bibliography


Reviews

Reviews can focus on books, movies, music, software, and more. Many academic journals have a section dedicated to reviews. Below is the format for a review found in the online edition of a major newspaper; reviews in print sources use the same format, excluding the access date and URL.

Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
C: (Schillinger 2012).
Published interviews

Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
Provide in the body of the paragraph.
Example: In an interview with The New York Times in 2012, James Cameron claims…

Encyclopedia or dictionary article

Encyclopedia articles often do not have specific authors listed, but many will have the primary authors listed at the very beginning or end of the entry. Be aware that encyclopedias are for finding general information rather than specialized details. Use the format below to cite any encyclopedia article and to cite something from Wikipedia—but be aware that most instructors will not accept Wikipedia as a valid resource for academic research projects. The abbreviation s.v. (sub verbo, meaning "under the word") is used to identify the article’s title.

Special note from Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition: “Well-known online reference works, such as major dictionaries and encyclopedias, are normally cited, like their printed counterparts, in notes rather than in bibliographies.”

Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
Provide in the body of the paragraph.
Example: According to MedLinePlus, insomnia is…

Dissertations and theses

Dissertations can be a great research resource. Often, they are not published anywhere other than through dissertation and theses databases. CMS requires slightly different information in notes and bibliographies for dissertations and theses. Notes include the stable URL for the document while the Bibliographic entry contains the suggested identification number provided by the database (usually at the bottom of the entry).

Notes-Bibliography

B: Hughes, Melanie M. “Politics at the Intersection: A Cross-national Analysis of Minority Women's Legislative Representation.” PhD Diss., The Ohio State University, 2008. OhioLink ETD. (osu1217434642)

Author-Date
C: (Hughes 2008, 50)
Although you are likely to access many of your resources online, not all valid and useful resources are available online. Books are often the easiest citations to complete because the format has not changed much over the years, and in CMS, the format for all sources (both print and electronic) is pretty similar. For Notes, be sure to place publication information in parenthesis. Below are a variety of book and periodical types that you may have to cite.

**Books**
The only difference between the bibliographic entry for the Notes-Bibliography style and the reference entry for the Author-Date style is the location of the year of publication. Everything else remains the same; this is true for authored, edited, and translated sources.

In Author-Date style, citations always include the author’s last name, year of publication, and the page number. Include all authors’ last names up to three; for four or more authors, include the first author’s last name and *et al.* to indicate that there are additional authors.

**Generic format for books and other print sources**

**Notes-Bibliography**

N: 1. Firstname Lastname, *Title of Book* (Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication), page number.

**B: Lastname, Firstname. Title of Book. Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication.**

**Author-Date**

C: (Last Name year, page)

R: Last Name, First Name. Year of publication. *Title of Book. Place of publication: Publisher.*

**Single author (or editor)**

**Notes-Bibliography**


**Author-Date**

C: (Doueihi 2011, 32)


**Two to three authors (or editors)**

**Notes-Bibliography**


**Author-Date**

C: (Baehr and Schaller 2010, 42)


**Four or more authors (or editors)**

**Notes-Bibliography**


Book: Author with an editor (edited book)
Sometimes, books will have both an author and an editor. Use the format below for an edited book by a single author. Use the same format for translated books, but replace “edited by First LastName” with “translated by First LastName.” If a book is both edited and translated, put the editor before the translator.

Notes-Bibliography

Book: Author with an editor (chapter or other part of a book)
Use the format below for sources that are smaller parts of a larger edited work including introductions, prefaces, and forwards.

Notes-Bibliography

Book: Two or more works by the same author
For multiple works by the same author, use the standard format for Notes and Citations; in the Bibliography and Reference list, list in alphabetical order by titles.

Periodical: Article in magazine
Please note that most newspapers and magazines are only cited in the body of the paper.
Example: In his June 2012 Vanity Fair article “A splash of Marilyn,” Lawrence Schiller claims…

As always, if your instructor wants a bibliographic entry, include one. We have provided an example to guide you.

Monthly magazine
Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
C: (Schiller 2012, 103)

Weekly magazine
Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
See information above.

**No author**
Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
See information above.

**Periodical: Letter To The Editor**
Do not provide a title to the letter, even if the newspaper provides one. Like other periodicals, letters to the editor are typically cited within the body of the paper.

Notes-Bibliography

Author-Date
See information above.